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 dsUnzh; bZdkbZ% jktdh; ikWyhVsfDud egkfo|ky; t;iqj 

dated:-18.2.2011 
 
To,  
The Principal Secretary,  
Technical Education,  
Govt. of Rajasthan. 
 

Sub: To review the Grant of Selection Scale orders due to misinterpretation of   rule 1.2 of order dated 
1.9.2010 in  imparting selection scale to  incumbent lecturers who attained post graduation                
(M.E. / M.Tech.) in service and    joined after 1.9.1996.  

 
 

       Ref: order P.S. (29) TE 2003 Dated  27.01.2011 grant of selection scale   
 
Sir, 
 
As per above mentioned subject ,  we want draw your attention regarding   great anomaly in the 
government orders passed on 27.1.2011 .  
 
The govt orders passed on 1.9.2010 regarding selection scales are clearly  as per AICTE notification  dated 
30.12.1999 ,   as mentioned in state govt . orders dated 25.10.2001 , But  the implementation  of these  
orders for  incumbent lecturers who attained post graduation  (M.E. / M.Tech.) in service and    joined after 
1.9.1996 is not as per the intentions of the orders 25.10.2001  ,  orders 1.9.2010 and   AICTE notification 
dated 30.12.1999.  
 
We also want to state  that  as the  Rajasthan govt. has  implemented  these orders after a long delay of 
almost 10 years ,  so  misinterpreted  these orders absolutely in a direction opposite to the natural justice as 
mentioned below:- 

 
 
Whereas the orders dated  1.9.2010 regarding selection scale for those who joined after 1.9.2010 clearly 
states “A Senior Lecturer / Lecturer (Senior Scale) who has a Master’s degree and 5 years 
experience as senior Lecturer or Lecturer (Senior Scale), and has consistently satisfactory 
performance appraisal reports will be eligible to be placed as Lecturer (Selection Grade), 
subject to the recommendation of the Selection Committee.”  and 

 Not a single instance in any  state of the India or in Rajasthan following AICTE notifications ,  while 
granting Selection scale  in Polytechnics  or  Engineering ( State Engineering  Colleges and  NIT’s) 
implemented the selection scale to incumbent lecturers who  attained        postgraduation ( M.E. / 

nowhere in the order itself it 
is written that selection scale will  be granted  after 5 years from the date of attaining M.E or M.Tech . 
degree or the date of award of Senior scale which ever is later.  
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M.Tech.) in service and    joined after 1.9.1996., as it is  being  implemented in the orders dated 
27.1.2011.  
 
Instead,  all such colleges  imparted the Selection scale  after 5 years from senior scale/senior lecturer  with  
satisfying the criterion of M.E or M.Tech. and hence a lecturer after completing a service of 11( 6+5)  
years and satisfying the criterion of higher qualification is being  imparted selection scale only after  
11 years or as and when he/she acquires  postgraduation and not when he/she  completes 5 years from the 
date of his/her  M.Tech / M.E  (AICTE clarification attached dated 5.03.2010 –as per query 2). 
 
The  govt. of rajasthan  has already implemented the  grant of selection scale to faculties of   Govt. 
engineering colleges and college  education in the same manner as stated above  and not like as 
implemented in orders dated 27.01.2011. 
 
So , this is a great anomaly which  is to  be   rectified  in the preview of justice to highly qualified  lecturers  
to nullify their frustration and in view of  all such orders and their correct implementations  and in the light 
of AICTE notifications  as mentioned in Rule 12 of  5th AICTE notification  of state govt. orders dated 
25.10.2001 and orders dated 1.9.2010 .  
 
 
 
Members RPCTA (Technical) 
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dated:-18.2.2011 

 
To,  
The Principal Secretary,  
Technical Education,  
Govt. of Rajasthan. 
 
Sub: Counting of service under CAS orders of  rule 1.2 of order dated 1.9.2010 in         
          imparting senior scale. 

 
 

       Ref: order P.S. (29) TE 2003 Dated  27.01.2011 grant of senior scale   
 
Sir, 
 
As per above mentioned subject ,  we want draw your attention regarding   great anomaly in 
the government orders passed on 27.1.2011 .  
 
The govt orders passed on 1.9.2010 regarding grant of senior scales are clearly as per 
AICTE notification dated 30.12.1999,   as mentioned in state govt . orders dated 25.10.2001 
, But  the implementation  of these  orders for  lecturers who attained post graduation  (M.E. 
/ M.Tech.) in service and    is not as per the intentions of the orders 25.10.2001  ,  orders 
1.9.2010 and   AICTE notification dated 30.12.1999. Below mentioned para of the orders 
were interpreted is as: 

 dsUnzh; bZdkbZ% jktdh; ikWyhVsfDud egkfo|ky; t;iqj 

 
Whereas the orders dated 1.9.2010 regarding senior scale clearly states that  
 Lecturer (Senior Scale) : 
A Lecturer will be eligible for placement as Lecturer (senior Scale), through a process 
of selection if he / she has completed 6 years of service after regular appointment as a 
Lecturer, with relaxation of 2 years for these with Ph. D. and one year for those with 
M. Phil / M.E./M.Tech.,  
 
Nowhere in the order itself it is written that the benefit of one year/ two  years will only  be 
given to those who have attained the qualification at the time of  joining .Therefore a 
incumbent  lecturer should be given relaxation of one /two years or will get the benefit of 
relaxation as & when  if he/she  attains postgraduate / Ph.D  degrees within  5/4  years from 
his / her date of joining as mentioned in the orders.    
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Also the counting of service for granting senior scale should be as per AICTE guidelines 
considering the Adhoc service or their past experience if any as per point no.9 of AICTE 
notification dated 31.12.1999. 
F.No. 1-65/CD/NCE/98-99 Date: December 30, 1999 
9.0 COUNTING OF QUALIFYING SERVICE FOR CAREER ADVANCEMENT 
9.1 Counting of Service within the present Institution: 
9.2 Counting of Service outside the Institution: 
 
So it is hereby requested to you to clarify the senior scale orders as soon as possible in the 
light of guidelines as mentioned in the orders of Technical education dated 1.9.2010. 
 
Members RPCTA (Technical) 
 
 


	dated:-18.2.2011

